
PERCEPTION OF RISKS ON CRUISE SHIPS AMONG YOUNG PEOPLE 

ABSTRACT  
 

Cruise shipping has been becoming one of the fastest-growing sector of tourism, and the youth 
segment has been increasingly becoming an appealing market of this dynamic sector. Previous 
literature has indicated that risk perception is a key mediator of decision-making process, 
which has substantial impacts on cruising intention and satisfaction. The purpose of this study 
is to conduct an investigation into young people’s perceptions of safety, security and risks on 
cruise ships that allows cruise marketers and cruise operators to broaden their appeal to reach 
this increasingly important market segment.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The accelerated global popularity of cruise shipping has contributed to increasingly sophisticated 
passenger expectations. Therefore, improving cruise experiences and implementing effective marketing 
strategies are vital to the proliferation of the cruising business, and understanding the elements 
influencing customer intention and retention is essential for cruise operators (Hung & Petrick, 2010). 
Since risk perception is believed to play a key role in determining on-board cruise experiences and 
having a direct impact on cruise passengers’ satisfaction (Baker & Stockton, 2013; Henthorne et al., 
2013; Yüksel & Yüksel, 2007), a thorough understanding of risk perception will lead to better marketing 
strategies targeting more specifically the youth market’s appeal. This paper investigates perception of 
risks among young people on cruise ships, in an attempt to gain a better understanding of this 
increasingly important cruising market segment. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Measurement of Risk Perception 
 
Dowling (1986) and the international standard, ISO 31000 (2009) offer a relatively sufficient definition 
of risk when a risk is conceptualised in terms of a combination of the likelihood of occurrence and the 
consequences resulting from that event. A similar two-dimensional structure of risk perception 
proposed by Bauer (1960) was used to quantify risk perceptions in several studies (e.g. Mitchell & 
Greatorex, 1993; Mitchell & Vassos, 1997; Verhage et al., 1992). Risk perception is measured by 
determining the relationship between the two components of risks, namely, uncertainty and adverse 
consequences: 
 

Perceived risk = Uncertainty + Adverse Consequences 
 
Risk Perception in the Cruise Context 
 
Consumer behaviour literature offers robust indication that risk perception has significant impacts on 
purchase intention (Henthorne et al., 2013; Yüksel & Yüksel, 2007). Indeed, Chaudhuri (2000) suggests 
that the risks perceived during the information search fully mediate the customer decision-making 
process. Risk perceptions further create anxiety and fear which place substantial travel constraints, 
encourage more cautious behaviours, and therefore negatively affect tourist experiences and satisfaction 
(Reisinger & Mavondo, 2006; Yüksel & Yüksel, 2007).  
 
However, previous cruising literature demonstrates a limited knowledge of risk perceptions and their 
impacts on cruiser decision-making and behaviour. For example, Ahola et al. (2014) examine safety 
perception on cruise ships. Other studies narrow their scope by examining cruiser perceptions of 
specific cruise-related risks such as perception of infection outbreaks (Neri et al., 2008), perception of 
food safety (Baker & Stockton, 2013), and perception of terrorist threat (Bowen et al., 2014). However, 



such studies only examine perception of a single risk, and in specific cruises or contexts that lack a 
holistic view of risk perceptions on cruise ships and limit the generalisation of the findings. 
 
Types of Cruise-Related Risks 
 
A number of risks have been examined in past cruise studies. Firstly, infection outbreaks represent a 
significant public health issue on cruise ships (Kak, 2007) since the rate of occurrence has accelerated 
in recent years (Bell et al., 2014). Secondly, the presence of bars and nightclubs, in addition to the 
willingness of youth to express themselves and follow their peers (Crotts, 1996), makes cruise ships 
“hot spots” of increased sexual behaviour, which may subsequently lead to the likelihood of acquiring 
sexually transmissible infections (STIs).  
 
Thirdly, motion sickness is one of the main reasons why travelling by sea can be a bad experience, and 
is usually the most common illness happening on-board (Bledsoe et al., 2007). Fourthly, ship safety has 
become one of the key priorities for ship design and operation, especially for cruise ships since the 
number of cruise accidents resulting in severe damage and lives lost are substantial every year 
(Ventikos, 2013). Finally, terrorism, piracy, and crime are major security threats that cause serious 
violence to a large number of cruise passengers (Bowen et al., 2014; Panko et al., 2009).  
 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
A measurement framework is proposed to examine perception of cruise-related risks in this study (see 
Figure 1). Key research questions that this paper explores are the extent to which young people feel safe 
and secure when going on a cruise ship and how do young people perceive risks on cruise ships. 
 

Figure 1: Measurement framework of risk perception on cruise ships 
 

 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
While adopting a quantitative approach as a dominant research method to describe key aspects of risk 
perception in the cruising context, this research also uses a qualitative approach as a complementary 
tool to gain further understanding that lies beyond the existing literature. A web-based questionnaire 
was developed consisting of nine questions, including eight closed-ended questions and one open-ended 
question. These nine questions were structured into three sections, in which the first two sections sought 
to answer each of the two research questions respectively, while the third section was about 
demographics of respondents. 
  



RESEARCH VALUE 
 
This research is significant to both academics and practitioners. For academia, since few studies have 
conducted investigations into risk perception on cruise ships, this study contributes to the knowledge 
of consumer behaviour in the cruising context; specifically, how young people perceive risks on cruise 
ships. From the industry perspective, this research offers a deeper understanding of cruise passengers’ 
behaviour and risk perception, which links directly to their experiences, satisfaction, and retention, 
allowing cruise operators to respond more appropriately to market demand to improve their passengers’ 
experiences.  
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